
 
 

SmartC (White) 
 4 USB Charging Ports (Each Max2.4A)  

 1 USB-C (USB Type-C) Charging Port (5V/3A)  

 USB+USB-C Total 7A (35W)  

 Smart and Fast Charging  

 Universal Compatibility  

 Pocket Size  

 Dimensions: 63.7*63.7*54.6 mm  

 Complies with: ETL, CB, CE, FCC, GS  

 



Categories: Adapters & Chargers, USB Power Stations  

 Description  
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Electronic devices have made our lives so much faster, easier and convenient. The only shortcoming is that they tend to get discharged 

and needs an immediate power supply. Imagine one or more of your electronic device running out of battery at once. You may find yourself 

in a dilemma, thinking which device to charge first. We have found an ultimate solution to your problem. Charge your smartphone, tablet, 

iPad etc at once with the latest and revolutionary product SmartC by Huntkey. 

SmartC is one of the finest and trendiest design by Huntkey. Power strips and extensions are useful but they tend to take up a lot of space. 

Keeping the concern in mind and applicability of the latest evolution of technology, we offer you SmartC. It is made up of superior quality 

and is a reliable product. In devices like these, compatibility issue is common and disappointing. But with SmartC, rest back assured 

because it offers extensive compatibility for almost all USB powered devices. 

Electrical spikes and high voltage issues might damage the product, we ensure that Huntkey’s devices have full safety coverage. This has 

added an aesthetic grace to our collection of products with its unique structure and sleek design. It can be used in both household and 

office setting giving out ample utilization. 

Considering its worth, this product gives more output and exhibits exceptional functionality. One major selling factor of this product is its 

unbelievable portability. It is a very handy and compact product making it easier to port and travel with. It is available in both white and 

black color.


